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Attempting to Build the Connected Enterprise

We are currently in the midst of the fourth attempt to deliver the connected enterprise to

stakeholders through data excellence. During the past several years, the focus of delivering

Business Intelligence and Data Warehousing

systems to knowledge workers was to squeeze

every ounce of performance out of these systems

so that a single version of the truth could reach as

large an audience as possible.  

However, the amount of data presented to

knowledge workers has increased exponentially

as well as the frequency of publication.  And the

speed of business has increased dramatically,

which is challenging some of the basic premises

used to architect solutions for knowledge

workers.

The purpose of this article is to discuss why this

is happening, and to identify what actions should

be taken to serve stakeholders with just-in-time

trustworthy data.

What are the conditions behind the shift?

There are four major issues driving this shift: 

• The sheer amount of data collected has challenged the processes used to determine what level

of detail to backup and what level of summarized data to present to stakeholders.  There is no

vehicle to present the appropriate level of detail around  material events while providing the

right amount of information that will not drown stakeholders in a deluge of data.

• The internet and improvements in global communications have reduced available reaction time;

but the sheer volume of data requires more time in order gain insight from information

• The sources and formats of information to be gleaned have increased, but the necessary

practices to effectively integrate information have not 

• The basic premise to test and publish information for analysis is to use analysis tools, but this is

largely a manual process for validating data and maintaining hierarchies.  

What is required to deliver just-
in-time trustworthy information?

Trustworthy information requires a

repeatable process that ensures issues

compromising the trustworthiness of data are

uncovered prior to stakeholders finding them.

This requires a data profiling engine
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continually looking for data items that just don't look right, whether you have or previously

encountered a similar condition or not.

Trustworthy information also requires engaging stakeholders to determine what to do with

items uncovered during the profiling process.  Ultimately, the stakeholders are accountable for

the information presented and must select the appropriate remediation plan from the one or

more alternatives presented to them.

It is imperative to the entire process that an ROI be communicated so there is a reason for

stakeholders to continually remain engaged.  After all, just as you experience competition for

your time and attention, so do your stakeholders; and an ROI model that is compelling to their

initiatives is mandatory.

What are the business reasons for
adopting such an initiative?

In today's global economy, there is less time to

deliver the appropriate information that

facilitates:

• Create and support top-line revenue

growth 

• Enable and support operational and

bottom-line efficiency 

• Visibility and consistency of information

to support a connected business 

• Know your customers and what they want. 

• Enhance customer loyalty and retain your customer 

• Build new business and continue supporting your customers 

• 360 degree view of your business: Visibility and timely information promotes agility 

• Spotting and promoting opportunities 

• Finding resources and competencies to exploit opportunities 

• Collaboration for a innovative, synergistic and adaptable business 

• Manage risk and change 

Not having trustworthy, just-in-time information available to the stakeholder means information

will not be available for the decision making process.  

Having too much data undermines the of the connected enterprise by increasing the time

required to identify and validate information, making information similarly unavailable for the

making decisions.
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What do I need to do?

The key to providing required information the connected enterprise is to first understand what

information is required, then construct foundational information required for a collaborative

environment capable of using trustworthy just-in-time information.  

The identification of information worthy of collaboration managed by a repeatable process is

the foundation.

This includes:

• Synchronizing master data to serve as  the foundation for collaboration 

• Determining the means to integrate master data into the operational suite of

applications which are the system of record for collaborative information. 

• Using an application profiling strategy to identify the integration points and mitigate

risks associated with enhancing operational systems to utilize data deemed worthy of

collaboration. 

How should I get started?

A major contributor to success is selecting a partner who assists you in reviewing the

architecture used to publish information more frequently; facilitates a process that ensures

information can be tested — even with the more frequent publication cycle; and has the know-

how to deploy a repeatable process that garners the trustworthy, just-in-time information

required to lead your organization to becoming a connected enterprise.  CS Solutions is such a

partner. CS Solutions is a global information management consulting that is in tune with the

evolving business landscape and marketplace and delivers information management solutions

that solve real business problems.

For more information visit CS Solutions at www.cssolutionsinc.com.
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About CS Solutions:

• 21st-century Global Information Management

Consulting Organization

• Delivery practice leadership with more than 25 years of

direct industry experience 

• In tune with evolving Business Landscape &

Marketplace

• Clients' Trusted Advisor

• Solutions for F500, F2000 and SMB markets

Our Experienced Team

• Focused on delivering high impact business value to our

customers

• Global and Industry Experienced Management and

Thought Leaders

Quick Facts about CS Solutions

• Corporate HQ: Bloomington, MN

• US Offices: CA, GA, IL, NJ

• Global: India

• Established in 1996

• Ranked twice as fastest growing private

company

• ISO 9001 Certified

Financial Stability
• 100% owned by original owners

• All growth has been self-funded and organic

• 98% customer retention

• Profitable since the first year

Proven services and innovative industry solutions:

Corporate Overview


